1982 jeep cj7 value

Images are general in nature and may not reflect the specific vehicle selected. While more agile
on the trail than the CJ-6, the CJ-7 was intended to be a more civilized and luxurious version of
the CJ Compared to the CJ-5, it featured a inch longer wheelbase and larger openings for doors
that at least could make an effort to seal out the elements and be less awkward for most folks to
use and get in and out of the vehicle. Part of a drive to be more urban friendly, it was also the
first CJ to offer an automatic transmission as an option the GM Turbo-HydraMatic Also debuting
with the TH exclusively was the now famous Quadra-Trac transfer case. A couple of them were
exclusive to the Jeep CJ-7, however, including the Limited and the Jamboree During the s,
changes were more cost-related than anything. The V-8 option was deleted for , with minor
components changing based on availability and better pricing to AMC from the industry. Sales
of the Jeep CJ-7 were so good helped by more comfort and convenience options exclusive to it
that the CJ-5 was discontinued in Initially, Jeep purists decried this decision, and three years
later, most of these same pundits were decrying AMC for announcing the end of the CJ-7 â€”
the last of the Jeep CJ series â€”after the model year, ceding to the all-new Wrangler for For all
Hagerty Insurance clients: The values shown do not imply coverage in this amount. In the event
of a claim, the guaranteed value s on your policy declarations page is the amount your vehicle s
is covered for, even if the value displayed here is different. If you would like to discuss your
Hagerty Insurance policy, please call us at Get a Quote. Model Overview Images are general in
nature and may not reflect the specific vehicle selected. The mighty XJ introduced many
industry firsts, including: the first compact four-door SUV, first uniframe construction, and first
full-time 4x4 system with shift-on-the-fly capability. It featured a unibody design, compact
dimensions and a suspension system influenced by the chief engineer of the Renault Formula 1
racing team. The Laredo package was offered in the CJ line from to but because the CJ-5 was
discontinued after , it was pretty rare in that line. The typical package included a chrome grille,
bumpers, wheels, hood emblem and trim. The Laredo package was offered in the CJ-7 line from
to The typical package included a chrome grille, bumpers, wheels, hood emblem, and trim.
Known internationally as the CJ-8, the open cab pickup was available in either soft top or
hardtop configurations. A steel hardtop version of the Scrambler was exported to Australia, and
the U. Postal Service in Alaska employed insulated panel-delivery Scramblers with automatic
transmissions. Former U. Not a hot seller in its day, today the Scrambler is extremely popular
among collectors and off-road builders alike. Improvements included front disc brakes, a new
front axle, six-stud wheels and heavier frame cross members. Marketed as a more luxurious
SUV, it was also one of the last vehicles sold in North America with a carburetor. XJ designs
date back to , when a team of AMC and Renault engineers drew sketches and made clay models
from the existing SJ Cherokee, but the all-new XJ series finally made its well-received debut in ,
when it scored an unprecedented sweep of the "4X4 of the Year" awards by three primary
off-road magazines. It was built with a revolutionary uniframe instead of a traditional
chassis-and-frame. XJs have proven enduringly popular with 4x4 enthusiasts for their
off-highway abilities and wide availability of aftermarket modifications. Until , the Cherokee was
the only compact SUV to offer both two- and four-door models. Originally fitted with the choice
of a 2. The Comanche pickup originally sported much identical running gear to the XJ, though
you could get a 2. The Comanche was a uniframe vehicle, making it unique among pickups. It
had a wider track, angled grille, rectangular headlamps, and a modernized interior. Although the
Wrangler shared the familiar open-body profile of the CJ-7, it contained few common parts with
its famous predecessor. Mechanically, the Wrangler had more in common with the Cherokee
than the CJ The Wrangler YJ had square headlights, which was a first and last for this type of
Jeep vehicle. On Aug. It was sold in two trim levels: the Wagoneer and the Wagoneer Limited.
Both Wagoneer models were distinguished from the Cherokee by their four headlamps, with
vinyl wood side trim special to the Limited. The Base model had a higher level of trim than the
Cherokee XJ models, but less than the top-of-the-line Limited. Command-Trac featured
shift-on-the-fly capability allowing the driver to shift into or out of 4x4 while the vehicle is in
motion. Skip to main content. Shopping Tools. Menu Main Menu. Main Menu. Skip to main
navigation. Badge of Honor. Overview s s s s s s s s s. Learn More. Find Your Country. Contact
Us. Site Map. Search Search. All Rights Reserved. Starting at price refers to the base model,
optional equipment not included. A more expensive model may be shown. Pricing and offers
may change at any time without notification. To get full pricing details, see your dealer. Should
you encounter an issue accessing any content on Access to Get instant price details on the
market value of the Jeep CJ Free black book market values for buying, selling, or trade-ins.
Vehicle brakes are vital to your safety when driving. What signs indicate that they're wearing
out? By Zach Bowman For those who suffer a daily commute through heavy traffic, your
vehicle's braking system can bring thousands of pounds of metal, plastic and empty Starbucks
cups to a stop hundreds of times before you get to work. It goes without saying that these

pieces wear out, but they do so slowly, meaning you may not notice they need attention until
Read more. That little light can mean a lot of things. How do you know if it's a serious pr A how
to on the pros and cons to taking your automobile to the dealer or the loc New User? Sign Up
Log In. Car Prices. My Garage. Need Help? Do you own this car? Enter current mileage for most
accurate info about this vehicle. Mileage: Zip Code:. Condition: Clean Average Rough. Retail
Value. Trade-In Value. Choosing the right time to sell can help you keep your cost of vehicle
ownership low. Values typically dip sharply after the initial new sale, then again at , miles or 5
years. Zip Code:. The Limited still does the job off-road, too, despite the decadent
comfort-oriented changes. In a jaunt over hilly, muddy, stump-strewn, slippery-leaf-covered
farmland, the Limited kept going without a hitch. It was greasier on the leaves than a
knobby-equipped version would have been, but there was never a shortage of traction or pulling
power. This wasn't totally unexpected, since the traditional generous ground clearance and
hefty powertrain components are still present in full force. The only obvious off-road
shortcoming is the absence of a good grab-handle for the front passenger. The one on the dash
brings your companion's head a little too close to the windshield for berm-bucking comfort. And
the door handle-is better positioned for elbow-banging than for leverage. A proper overhead
grip would be more in keeping with the Limited's capabilities and image. The automatic has
wider ratios that allow a taller, more economical axle ratio while retaining low-end grunt. The
biggest news of all is the optional Borg-Warner T5 five-speed also available on AMC's car line ;
a four-speed version of the same box is standard. The fully enclosed internal linkage of these
transmissions should help keep them shifting smoothly no matter how dirt-infested their lives.
With the Limited, the life is likely to be cleaner than it was for previous Jeeps, and this could
present a problem to AMC. If Jeeps become any more civilized, the macho image will be hard to
sustain, and all of the rough-rider poseurs will find a new outlet for their excess image-shaping
dollars. Displacement: cu in, cc Power estimated : 95 hp rpm. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type
keyword s to search. Today's Top Stories. Specs Detailed. From the April Issue. But what's the
point? Hard-core Jeep people don't need any coddling from their mechanical mules, and
non-Jeep types will hardly be won over by cut-pile carpet, leather steering wheels, and
interior-decor groups. The optional leather upholstery in our test vehicle removed any doubt as
to what all this means. What's the sense of such sartorial splendor on a Jeep? Within a
half-hour of mild off-roading, we had so covered the Limited's epidermis with mud that it was
impossible to pass through its portals without smearing its insides. Obviously, the Limited's
pristine prodigality will not bear up for long under this sort of abuse. But maybe it won't have to.
They don't beat their machines. Their only use for four-wheel drive is to avoid having to plow
their driveways in the winter. For these buyers the CJ-7 Limited makes a lot of sense. The
springs and shocks are softer for less intense pogoing. They also grip the pavement better, but
a discussion of handling in an automotive sense isn't really applicable to the Jeep concept. It's
enough that the Jeep can perform any maneuver that you learned in high-school driver
education. Expand Collapse. This content is created and maintained by a third party, and
imported onto this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find
more information about this and similar content at piano. Advertisement - Continue Reading
Below. More From Instrumented Tests. Power comes from a 4. A repaint in the factory shade of
Topaz Gold Metallic was recently performed, and approximately 1k miles have been added by
the seller. The Jamboree edition was built to honor the 30th anniversary of the Jeepers
Jamboree and was only produced for the model year. This example was repainted its original
shade of Topaz Gold Metallic earlier this year, and the work reportedly also included sealing the
inside of the frame for rust prevention. Aftermarket bumpers incorporate a Warn winch, Hi-Lift
jack, and swing-away spare tire carrier. The truck rides on an Old Man Emu 2. The brake and
steering systems have reportedly been upgraded per the seller, and a four-wheel alignment is
recommended. Seats and door panels were reupholstered in Nutmeg vinyl, and the floors
received an application of Raptor bed lining. Twin-stick shifters control the two-speed transfer
case, and rubber all-weather mats protect the foot wells. An aftermarket center console houses
a modern JVC head unit, and speakers have been installed behind the front seats. A numbered
30th anniversary plaque is located on the instrument bezel, which contains a center-mounted
mph speedometer with a 6-digit odometer that shows over k miles, approximately 1k of which
were added by the seller. The odometer reading is said to be higher than accurate due to the
previous tire and suspension setup. The 4. Per the seller, the Jeep is a California model that is
equipped with a serpentine belt, and some original documents are included in the sale. Detroit
Truetrac differentials have been installed along with a Dana 44 rear axle from a CJ Additional
underbody photos are viewable below. The Carfax report lists no accidents or other damage
and lists California history from its first entry in A walk-around video is provided below. You're
the high bidder. Your bid has been posted in the comment flow on the listing, and you can see

other bids there as they happen. Good luck! If you win the auction, your card will be charged for
the service fee and you pay the seller directly for the vehicle. If you don't win, your existing
pre-authorization will be released. When you bid we pre-authorize your credit card for the
service fee this helps prevent fraud. If you don't win, the pre-authorization will be released. For
more info, read about our auctions or email us with any questions. Are you sure you want to
proceed? This Jeep CJ-7 got away, but there are more like it here. See Result. Upcoming Events
Copperstate April 10 - May 21 - August 4 - 7. August 6 - 7. Current Bid: None Ends in:. List Your
Car on B a T. Advertise on BaT. You are not connected to real-time updates. Attempting to
connect. Your real-time updates could not be connected. Missed updates will be sent once your
connection has been reestablished. Checking for missed updatesâ€¦. Bid Successful
Congratulations! Confirm your bid Please address the errors below. Update Credit Card. Are
you sure? Cancel reply. Keep me in this conversation via email. Loading more commentsâ€¦.
Please enable JavaScript to engage in the discussion on this site. Confirm Your Comment Did
you mean to enter this number as a bid? If so please use the bidding box above. Post This as a
Comment Cancel. Error Posting Comment There was an error posting your comment. December
11, at PM PT. Images are general in nature and may not reflect the specific vehicle selected.
Derived from the CJ-7, with a inch longer wheelbase and extended rear overhang, the CJ-8
Scrambler was initially available as a pickup with a bulkhead behind the seats. Buyers could
choose either a hard fiberglass pickup cab with steel doors or folding vinyl pickup top with vinyl
doors. Its introduction in meant that it preceded all other domestic-made compact pickups by at
least a year the Chevrolet S was introduced in and the Ford Ranger was a mid-year introduction
for Later, a full-length hard fiberglass wagon roof was made available, but very few were fitted.
By and large, the majority of Scramblers were hard cab pickups. Powertrain availability and
options generally mirrored both its CJ-7 and CJ-5 stablemates. As such, only for the
introductory year was the AMC cid V-8 available as an option. Trim packages, however, were
generally unique and limited on the Scrambler. The Scrambler never saw large sales even for
Jeep and was dropped for For all Hagerty Insurance clients: The values shown do not imply
coverage in this amount. In the event of a claim, the guaranteed value s on your policy
declarations page is the amount your vehicle s is covered for, even if the value displayed here is
different. If you would like to discuss your Hagerty Insurance policy, please call us at Get a
Quote. Model Overview Images are general in nature and may not reflect the specific vehicle
selected. History of the Jeep CJ-8 Scrambler Derived from the CJ-7, with a inch longer
wheelbase and extended rear overhang, the CJ-8 Scrambler was initially available as a pickup
with a bulkhead behind the seats. Join our , users facebook community. Search
automobile-catalog:. Quick access to automobile-catalog website - - type in a browser: a-c. The
most efficient way to navigate through our huge database and compare cars side by side is the
interface located on the. Car Specs Homepage. Search automobile-catalog: this database is
huge, use the search field below to find here data you are looking for:. Jeep CJ-7 years, types
and editions catalogue CJ-7 CJ-7 Hard-Top CJ-7 Renault Other production years of this
submodel: Jeep CJ-7 specifications, all versions. Under the Copyright, Designs and Patents Act
, the content, organization, graphics, design, compilation, magnetic translation, digital
conversion and other matters related to the automobile-catalog. The automobile-catalog. The
commercial copying, redistribution, use or publication by you of any such matters or any part of
this site is strictly prohibited. You do not acquire ownership rights to any content, document or
other materials viewed through the site. Reproduction of part or all of the contents of this
web-site in any form is prohibited and may not be recopied and shared with a third party. Except
as expressly authorized by automobile-catalog. Violations of copyright will be prosecuted under
the fullest extent of the law. The full Terms and Conditions of using this website and database
can be found here. Chronological Jeep timeline catalogue. Catalogue of Jeep models. Jeep
Brazil. Other Jeep models:. Jeep Cherokee 1gen SJ Jeep Cherokee 2gen XJ Jeep Cherokee
3gen KJ Jeep Cherokee 4gen KK Jeep Cherokee 5gen KL Jeep CJ-2A Willys Jeep CJ-3A Willys
Jeep CJ-3B Jeep CJ-5 Jeep CJ-6 Jeep CJ-7 Jeep CJ-8 Jeep Commander XK Jeep Commando C
Jeep Compass 1gen MK Jeep Compass 2gen MK Jeep DJ-3A Willys Jeep FJ-3 Jeep Gladiator JT
Jeep Grand Cherokee 1gen ZJ Jeep Grand Cherokee 2gen WJ Jeep Grand Cherokee 3gen WK
Jeep Grand Cherokee 4gen WK2 Jeep Grand Cherokee 5gen WL Jeep J Panel Delivery Jeep
Jeepster 1gen Jeep Jeepster-Commando C Jeep Liberty 1gen KJ Jeep Liberty 2gen KK Jeep
Patriot MK Jeep
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Renegade Jeep Wagoneer 1gen SJ Jeep Wagoneer 2gen XJ Jeep Wagoneer 3gen ZJ Grand

Jeep Willys Station Wagon Jeep Wrangler 1gen YJ Jeep Wrangler 2gen TJ Jeep Wrangler 3gen
JK Jeep Wrangler 4gen JL Other body shapes and variants of this base model:. The following
versions and sub-models of Jeep CJ-7 were available in For the table with this car full photo
gallery and complete technical specifications including final drive and gear ratios, powertrain
description, inside and outside dimensions etc. Other detailed data for this car:. Analogous
models manufactured in the same time period:. All years same class and body style Jeep cars:.
Cars Catalogue Homepage - Automobile-Catalog. Check other production years of this
submodel:. Jeep official website. The idea behind Automobile-Catalog. Visit us on Facebook!
ISBN automobile-catalog. Some product and company names mentioned on this site may be
trademarks of their respective owners. Related makes:. Check other production years of this
submodel:

